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Abstract 
We prove that each recursively enumerable language L can be written in the form L = cut, 
(LO nR), where LO is an internal contextual language, R is a regular language, and cut, is the 
operation which for a word x removes the prefix of x to the left of the unique occurrence of c 
in X. 
As corollaries of this result we obtain representations of recursively enumerable languages as 
(1) weak codings of inverse morphic images, (2) left quotients by regular languages, and (3) 
images of gsm mappings of internal contextual languages. These representations imply that the 
family of internal contextual languages, which includes the family of regular languages and is 
strictly included in the family of context-sensitive languages, contains languages which cannot 
be generated by programmed grammars with arbitrary rules and empty failure fields. 
The case of grammars with one-sided contexts is also briefly investigated. @ 1998 Published 
by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
An internal contextual grammar, in the particular form we consider in this paper, is 
a triple consisting of an alphabet, a finite set of strings (axioms), and a finite set of 
productions of the form (x, u$v), where x, U, v are strings and $ is a reserved symbol. 
Applying such a rule to a string y which has x as a subword results in replacing an 
occurrence of x in y by uxv (or in other words: adjoining the “context” (u, v) to an oc- 
currence of x in y). All the strings obtained by finitely many applications of productions 
starting from one of the axioms constitute the language generated by the grammar. 
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Notice two basic differences between these grammars and Chomsky grammars: non- 
terminals are not used (hence all generated strings belong to the language of a gram- 
mar), and there is no rewriting but instead new words are inserted around some a priori 
specified subwords (thus the symbols of a string remain present in the string derived 
from it). 
These differences between Chomsky grammars and internal contextual grammars 
imply many essential differences in the properties of the corresponding families of 
languages (see, e.g., [14, 16, 18-201). It is perhaps interesting to recall in this context 
that the original motivation behind Chomsky grammars was the syntax of natural 
languages, while the original motivation of Marcus behind contextual grammars was 
the morphology of natural languages. 
In this paper we study the relationship between contextual languages and classes of 
languages from classical Chomsky hierarchy. 
First, we prove that each regular language can be generated by an internal contextual 
grammar. A similar result appears in [25], however it involves contextual grammars 
with infinitely many productions. 
Then, we prove that every recursively enumerable (RR) language can be represented 
as cut,(& nti), where LO is an internal contextual language, R is a regular language 
and cut, is the operation of left-cut-to-c: if x contains exactly one occurrence of the 
symbol c, x = ~1~x2, then cut,(x) =x2. Because an intersection with a regular set (of 
the particular form appearing in the proof of this result) followed by cut, can be also 
realized by (1) an inverse morphism followed by a weak coding, and by (2) a left 
quotient with respect to a regular language, and by (3) a gsm mapping, representations 
of RE languages are obtained using those operations starting from internal contextual 
languages. (Of course, as the family of RE languages is closed under these operations, 
in fact this yields characterizations of RE languages.) 
We would like to point out the difference between our representations and the many 
representations of RE languages starting from languages in certain families in Chomsky 
hierarchy. For instance, we do not use intersections of context-free languages as in [23, 
Theorem 11.11, or intersections of linear languages as in [ 1,241, or quotients of linear 
languages by linear languages as in [9], or cancellation operations applied to linear 
languages as in [2, 10,151. Moreover, we start from a family of languages which is 
incomparable with the family of linear languages, used in most representations quoted 
above. 
As a consequence of our representation theorems we find that the family of internal 
contextual languages cannot be included in any family which is closed under the above 
listed operations and is strictly included in RE. This is the case with PR’, the family of 
languages generated by programmed grammars with arbitrary rules, but without appear- 
ance checking (as well as by many other classes of regulated context-free grammars: 
matrix, controlled, time-varying, state, etc.; see [4]). The question of the relationship 
between PR’ and CS (the family of context-sensitive languages) was formulated al- 
ready in [22]. Recently, it has been proved, [3,6], that PR* is strictly included in RE; 
this implies that CS - PR” # 8 [4]. As the family of internal contextual languages is 
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strictly included in CS, a relation stronger than CS - PR’ # 8 is obtained here: there 
are internal contextual languages which are not in PR’. 
In the last section of this paper we consider grammars with one-sided contexts 
only. The problem of finding representations of RE languages as above starting from 
languages generated by such grammars remains open, but these grammars are powerful 
enough to represent all context-free languages L in the form L = q(L’n R), where cp 
is a weak coding, L’ is a one-sided internal contextual language and R is a regular 
language; even non semilinear (hence non-context-free) languages L can be represented 
in this way. 
2. Preliminaries on formal language theory 
For an alphabet V, we denote by V* the free monoid generated by V; the empty 
string is denoted by A, 1x1 is the length of the string x E V*, 1x1, is the number of 
occurrences of the symbol a in x, and V+ = V* -{A}. For a language L C V* we denote 
by length(L) the length set of L, that is length(L) = { 1x1 I x EL}. For x = ai . . . a, E Vf 
where ai E V for all 1 <i <n, we define 
x(i) = ai (the ith symbol in x) for each 1 <i <n, 
x(i+j)=x(i)x(i+ 1) . . .x(j) (the segment of x from the 
ith position to the jth position, the ends included) for all 1 di, j dn. 
We set x(i + i) =x(i) for each 1 6 i 6 n and x(i + j) = 1. for all j < i. 
A morphism h : V* + U* ’ IS called a coding if h(a) E U for all a E V, and it is called 
a weak coding if h(a) E U U (3.). For U C V, the morphism preserving the symbols in 
U is denoted by presu; hence 
pres,(a) = 
a ifaEU, 
3, otherwise. 
If x=x~yx~,xi,x2 E v*, then we say that y is a subword of x. If x=xIyIx2y2.. 
xkykxkfl, where k>l, Xi,yiE V* for all i, and y=yly2...yk, then we say that y is 
a scattered subword of x. The sets of subwords and of scattered subwords of a string 
x are denoted by sub(x) and by ssub(x), respectively. 
For an alphabet of two symbols, say a, b, the set of well-formed parenthesis expres- 
sions over {u, b}, denoted by Da,b (often called the Dyck language over a and b) is 
the smallest set T c{a, b}* such that: 
1. 1, E T, 
2. ifx,yET, thenxyET, 
3. if XE T, then xlabxz E T for all x1,x2 E {a,b}* such that x=x1x2. 
In a string x E Da,b, two symbols x(i),x( j), for 1 < i <j < 1x1, form a matching pair if 
x(i)=a,x(j)=b and x(i+j)EDa,b. 
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For two languages L1 , L2 C V*, the left quotient of L2 with respect to L1 is 
L1\L*={wE v* 1 uwEL2 for some uELI} 
A Chomsky grammar is usually written in the form G = (N, T, S,P), where N is the 
nonterminal alphabet, T is the terminal alphabet, S E N is the axiom, and P is the set 
of productions. We denote by L(G) the generated language and by FIN, REG, LZN, 
CF, CS, RE the families of finite, regular, linear, context-free, context-sensitive, and 
recursively enumerable languages, respectively. Here we shall use the characterization 
of regular languages as the languages recognized by deterministic total finite automata, 
which are written as d = (V, Q, 6, qo, F), where V is an alphabet, Q is the set of states, 
qo is the initial state, F is the set of final states, and 6: Q x V -+ Q is the transition 
mapping. 
As to the recursively enumerable languages, we shall consider them as generated by 
rewriting systems of the form G = (V, S, P, R), where V is an alphabet, SE V, P is a 
finite set of rewriting rules u -9 0, u, v E V* , u # 2, and R is a regular language over V. 
The language generated by G is defined by L(G) = {X E V* 1 S +* x in G} n R. (Start- 
ing from a type-0 Chomsky grammar Go = (N, T, S, P) we obtain a rewriting system as 
above by taking G = (N U T, S, P, T* ); clearly L( Go) = L( G). Conversely, the language 
generated by a rewriting system as above is clearly in RE.) 
We do not recall here the definition of programmed grammars (the reader is referred 
to [4,21,23]); the family of languages generated by programmed grammars with empty 
failure fields (one also says that they are without appearance checking) and without 
/l-rules is denoted by PR; when 3,-rules are allowed the resulting family is denoted 
by PR”. The inclusions PR C CS and PR” C RE are obvious; the first one has been 
shown to be proper in [21] (see also [23]), the properness of the second one was 
proved only recently, [6,3]. The relationship between CS and PR” was formulated as 
an open problem in [22] and it is still not completely solved (one knows only that 
CS - PRi # 8). 
For other notions and results in formal language theory which we shall use in the 
sequel, and which were not discussed in this section, the reader is referred, for instance, 
to [7,23]. 
3. Internal contextual grammars; preliminary results 
An internal contextual grammar (ic grammar, for short) is a triple 
where V is an alphabet, A is a finite set of strings over V, and P is a finite set of 
pairs (z, u$v), where z, U, v are strings over V and $ is a reserved symbol not in V. 
The elements of A are called axioms, those in P are called productions. For a 
production 7t = (z, u$D), z is called the selector of 7~ and u$u (or the pair (u, v)) is the 
context of rr. 
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For x, y E V* we define the derivation relation x + y (with respect to G) iff there is a 
production rt E P, II = (z, u$u), such that x =xtzx2 and y =XIUZVX~, for some XI ,x2 E V*. 
(The context (u, v) is adjoined to a substring of x providing this substring is the selector 
of a production whose context is ~$0.) Then, J* denotes the reflexive and transitive 
closure of the relation +. The language generated by G is 
L(G)={x~V*Iw+*xforsomew~A}. 
We use ICL to denote the family of all languages generated by ic grammars. 
Clearly, the productions (z, U$U) with u = v = i have no effect. Hence in the sequel 
of this paper we assume all contexts to be non-empty. 
Here is a simple example (one axiom, one production) of an ic grammar: 
GI = ({a, 61, {abab}, {(ab, aSb)} ). 
We obviously have 
L(G,)= {unbnumbm 1 n,mb l}, 
which is not a linear language. 
In order to illustrate the intricate work of ic grammars, let us consider also the 
following example: 
G~=({~,b,c,~},{~},{~1,~2,7t3,7~4}), 
where 
XI = (a, $b), 712 = (a, SC), n3 = (bc, $d), 7r4 = (dc, &d). 
Let us examine the words in the set L = L(G) n ub(cd)+. 
In a derivation of a string ub(cd)” we have to use one time the production ret, the 
same number of times (at least once) the productions 7~2 and n3, and some number 
of times n4; rc2 cannot be used after using ret and 713 cannot be used before using 7~1. 
Therefore we start by using n times 7t2, then nl, then 7~3 (n times) and 714. After using 
ret we get the string ubc”, n 3 1. Production 713 can be applied only for adjoining 
d to the selector bc, and this selector never changes; the leftmost occurrence of c 
remains the same the whole derivation. Since we may change the order of using 7~3 
and IQ without modifying the generated string, we may assume that after producing 
ubc” we proceed to ubcd”cn-’ using 7~3. From now on only production 714 can be used 
(otherwise we obtain a string not in ub(cd)*). 
By induction on n one can prove that if the string obtained from ubcd”c”-’ is in 
ub(cd)+, then it is equal to ub(cd)2”p1. 
For n = 1 we have already a string in ub(cd)+, namely ubcd, which verifies the 
relation. Assume that the assertion is true for all n <m, for some m > 1, and consider 
the case n = m + 1. We start from ubcdmf’ m c . If in a string ubcdcx we use 714 for 
the indicated occurrence of cd, then we get ubccdcdx and the subword cc cannot be 
removed (using 1t3 would introduce one more occurrence of d which is not paired 
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with an occurrence of c introduced by 712). Consequently, the leftmost c will remain 
associated with the neighbouring d, that is in all strings abcdpcp-’ the suffix dp-‘cP_’ 
is transformed into a string (cd)q. Thus, from abcdmcm-l we obtain dm-l~m-l J* 
(cd)2”‘-2 by the production 714 (by the inductive assumption), and from abcdm+‘cm 
we will obtain d”cm +* (cd)” using red. As d”cM =dd”-‘cm-‘c, we will rewrite first 
d”-‘cm-’ into (cd) 2”‘-2 obtaining the string abcdd(cd)2”‘-2c. Now, starting from the 
subword dd we use IQ for each c appearing to the right of it. There are 2m -2+ 1 such 
symbols, hence we introduce 2@’ - 1 new occurrences of d (and hence new occurrences 
of cd). Consequently, the obtained string will contain: 
_ one occurrence of d in the prefix abed, 
- 2m - 2 occurrences of d produced from dm-‘cm-‘, 
_ one occurrence of d for the underlined occurrence of d in the word 
abed m+‘cm =abcddd”-‘cm-lc - 
- 2” - 1 new occurrences of d. 
Hence in total we have 2m+’ - 1 occurrences of d (hence of the pair cd), which con- 
cludes the induction argument. 
Consequently, 
length(L(G2) n ab(cd)+) = (2” 1 n 2 2}, 
which implies that the language L(G2) is not context-free. 
As a consequence of the previous example, we get 
Theorem 1. ZCL - CF # 0. 
On the other hand, we have 
Theorem 2. LZN - ZCL # 0. 
Proof. Consider the linear language 
L=a*U{a”b” 1 n>l}. 
Assume that L = L(G) for some ic grammar G = ({a, b},A,P). In order to generate 
strings of the form am which are not in A, P must contain a production (a’,aj$ak) 
with i 30,jfk > 1. Using it, we can rewrite a’b’, which is in L(G), into ai+j+kbi which 
is not in L, a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 1. ICL is incomparable with each family F intermediate between LIN 
and CF. 
Every ic grammar G = (V, A, P) is clearly equivalent with the pure grammar G’ = 
(V,A,P’) where 
P’ = (2 + uzv / (z, u$v) E P}. 
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This is a strictly monotone pure grammar [ 131 (of a particular type), hence its language 
is context-sensitive. Therefore we have the following result. 
Theorem 3. ICL c CS. 
The ic grammars in the form defined above are a particular case of the inner contex- 
tual grammars introduced in [ 171 as a counterpart of the external contextual grammars 
from [12]. The grammars in [17] (as well as those in [ 121) allow infinitely many pro- 
ductions, having however only finitely many distinct contexts. More exactly, the pro- 
ductions in contextual grammars considered in [ 12, 171 are of the form rt = (D, u$u), 
where D is a language. The context (u, v) can be adjoined to every string in D and 
only to such strings. In [17] the derivation relation is defined internally: x + y iff 
x = ~1~x2, y =x1 UZVX~, for a production (D, ~$0) such that z ED. In [ 121 the derivation 
is defined in the external mode: x + y iff y = uxv for a production (D, u$u), x ED. 
(Now the whole string is surrounded by u,u, providing it belongs to D, the selector 
language of the production.) By restricting the selector languages of a grammar to be 
languages from a family F, we obtain contextual languages with F choice. Such vari- 
ants were considered in [8, 141 for grammars with external derivation, and in [ 171 for 
grammars with internal derivation, where F is a family from the Chomsky hierarchy. 
The case F = FIN has been considered only recently in [ 1 S-201. Let K(F) denote 
the family of languages internally generated by contextual grammars with F choice, 
where F is a given family of languages. We put F = ARB for the case when the se- 
lectors are arbitrary languages. We have ICL = fC(FZN). Theorem 7 in [19] shows 
that 
ZC(FIN) c IC(REG) c IC(CF) c ZC(CS) c IC(RE), 
with all inclusions being proper. 
The question whether or not REG C IC(ARB) has been stated as an open problem in 
[14]. The affirmative answer was given in [25], using the syntactic monoid of regular 
languages. Analysing the proof from [25] one can see that in fact REG C ZC(REG) 
has been proved there. 
We give here a stronger result, based on a proof which is shorter and more direct 
than that in [25]. 
Theorem 4. REG C ICL. 
Proof. Let L be a regular language and let d = (I’, Q, 6, qo, F) be the minimal deter- 
ministic finite automaton recognizing L. 
For each w E V*, define the mapping cpIV : Q + Q by 
q,,(q) = q’ ifl &q, w) = q’, q E Q. 
Obviously, if u, v E V* are such that cp,, = cpU, then for every x1,x2 E V*, ~1~x2 is in L 
if and only if ~1~x2 is in L. 
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The set of mappings from Q to Q is finite, hence the set of mappings cpw as above 
is finite. Let IZO be their number. Let G = (V,A, P) be the ic grammar such that 
A = {w EL ( IWI d no - l}, 
P = {(w, U$U) 1 w, u, u E V*, luwvl < no and cp,+ = (P~,+,~} 
From the definition of mappings cpX and the definitions of A and P it follows immedi- 
ately that L(G) C L. 
Also the opposite inclusion is true, which is shown as follows. 
Assume to the contrary that L &5(G) and let x EL - L(G) be a string of minimal 
length with this property. Thus x $! A, hence Ix/ > IZO. Let x =zz’ with /zI = no and 
z’ E V*. The string z has IZO + 1 prefixes, namely %,z( 1 ),z( 1 + 2). . , z( 1 + no). There 
are only no different mappings cp,,. Therefore there are two prefixes ~1, u2 of z such that 
UI # ~2 but cpu, = ~2. Without loss of generality we may assume that Iur I< Iu21. By 
substituting ~2 by ur we obtain a string x’ which is also in L. As /x/I < 1x1, and x was 
of minimal length in L - L(G), we have x’ E L(G). However, IUZ( - Iur I d lu21 d no, 
and so if 24 = ~1~3, then (~1, $us) is a production of P. This implies that x’ JX, that 
is x E L(G), a contradiction to the assumption that L is not included in L(G). 
Hence L C L(G). 0 
Consequently, the relationships between ICL and REG, LZN, CF, C’S are as given 
in Fig. 1. 
4. A representation of RE languages 
Let for an alphabet V and a symbol c not in V the operation left-cut-to-c be as 
follows 
cut, : v*{c}v* + v* 
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where 
CU~,(UCU) = 21, for all 24, uE V*. 
The main result of this paper is the following. 
Theorem 5. Every language L E RE, L C V”, can be written in the ,form L = cut, 
(L’ n R), where L’ E ICL, R E REG, and c is a symbol not in V. 
If, for a family F of languages, we denote by r cztt(F) the family {cut,,(L n R)JL E F, 
R E REG}, then Theorem 5 can be formulated in the concise form 
RE = r cut(ZCL). 
This section is entirely devoted to the proof of Theorem 5. 
Let for L E RE, L C V*, GO = (U, &PO, Ro) be a rewriting system of the form specified 
in Section 2 and such that L = {x E U* 1 S =S* x in GO} n Ro. Clearly, we may assume 
that Ro C V* and V 2 U. Let 
Ihs(Po) = {u E U+ 1 u + 0 E PO) 
(the left-hand side members of rules in PO). 
Let G = (IV, A, P) be the ic grammar such that 
W = fJ II {[, 1, t, #}, [, 1, k, # symbols not in U, 
A = {S#}, 
and P contains the following productions: 
(1) (u, [$]v), for each u ----f v E PO,U E U+, u E U”, 
(2) (a[~], t- $a), for each a E U, u E Ihs(Po), 
(3) (a t b, k $a), for each a, b E U, 
(4) (a#, t %a), for each a E V. 
Consider also the regular language 
R=({[u] 1 u E lhs(Po)} U {b a 1 a E U})*{#}Ro. 
Then we have 
cut#(L(G) n R) = L. (*) 
The intuition behind the construction of G and R is as follows: the symbols between 
[ and 1, and the symbols directly to the right of E are considered dead (for this reason, 
the symbols [, ] and F will be called killers), all other symbols in a string of L(G), 
except for #, are alive. The alive symbols in a string z E L(G) correspond to a sentential 
form produced by GO. When simulating a rewriting in Go on the alive symbols of z 
we obtain new alive and new dead symbols. Their position can be exchanged using 
rules of the form (2) and (3) (the alive symbols can be moved to the right, crossing 
blocks of dead symbols). The terminal symbols, those in V, can cross the marker #, 
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present in all strings of L(G). The intersection with R checks that all the alive symbols 
are terminals, they were moved to the right of #, they constitute a string in Ro, and, 
moreover, that the use of rules of type (1) has been done on alive symbols, thus 
corresponding to derivation steps in GO. Finally, the operation cut# removes all dead 
symbols as well as the killers. 
Before proving that the relation (*) is true, we give an example of this construction, 
starting from a grammar for the language 
L = {anb”c” 1 n 3 l}. 
Note that L is not in ZCL, because in an ic grammar, if we have a derivation ~1~x2 =S 
xtuzvx2 for some production (z, u$v), then we can also derive ~1~x2 2 xtu”zv”x2 for 
n > 1, because the selector z is present in all strings x1 uizvix2, i > 0; such a pumping 
property does not hold for the language L. 
Take Go = (U, S, PO, Ro), with 
PO = {S + abc, S -+ aSBc, cB + Bc, bB + bb}, 
R. = {a, b, c}*. 
The corresponding ic grammar is G = ( W,A, P), with 
W={S,B,a,b,c,[, l,E,#), 
A = {S#}, 
P = {(S, [$labc), (S, KQSBc), (~4 [WC), (b4 [$lbb)) 
u{(~[sl, t-$cr),(a[cBl, t- %a>, (4bB1, t-%a> I LY E u> 
U{(~~B,~Wl~,~~~) 
u{(a#, k $a), (b#, t- $b), (c#, t- SC)}, 
and the associated regular language is 
R = {[S], [cB], [bB], k S, t- B, t a, k b, k ~}*{#}{a, b, c}*. 
Consider a derivation in Go, e.g. for the string a2b2c2, 
S + aSBc + aabcBc + aabBcc + aabbcc. 
Here is how G proceeds in simulating this derivation in such a way as to produce a 
string in R: 
S# + [S]aSBc# =+ [S]a[S]abcBc# 
=s- [S]a[S]ab[cB]Bcc# 
+ [S]a[S]a k b[cB]bBcc# 
+ [S]g[S]g k b[cB][bB]&#. 
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All the underlined symbols are alive. They can be moved to the right, over the blocks 
[S], t b, [cl?], [bB] and over #; the reader can check that in this way we obtain the string 
[S] i- a[S] t- a k a t a t b t- a t a t u[cB] k a F a k u[bB] k a t a t a k b 
tut-u~u~b~u~u~utbtu~u~u~cta~u~a~b~u~u 
~atb~u~u~utb~u~utu~cl-u~atu~b~u~u~a~b 
~at-atuFb~ut-a~akc~u~a~a~bEaka~ukb~a~a 
t a F b t- a 1 a t u#unbbcc. 
This string belongs to R and cut#(z)=aabbcc. 
Let us return now to the proof of the equality (*), and concentrate on the inclusion 
cut#(L(G) n R) c L. In order to prove it we shall first list a series of preliminary 
technical results, which when possible are given in the general set-up of a rewriting 
system consisting of a finite set of productions u + v, where u, v are words over some 
given alphabet. 
Lemma 1. Consider a rewriting system Q over an alphabet V and two symbols 
a, b E V such that for every u -+ v in Q either 
(1) pres{,hj(u) =pres{a,hj(v)j or 
(2) presja,nl(u) = 2 and presI,,bl(v) = ub. 
Then, for every x E V* with presI,hl(x) E Du,b and for every x’ such that x+*x’ in 
Q we have presI,,bj(x’) E Da,h. 
Proof. Directly from the definition of Da,b: if in a derivation step z + w we use a 
rule of type (1) in the statement of lemma, then pres{,bl(z) =presIa,bl(w), hence 
they both are either in Da,6 or outside Da,b. If we have used a rule of type (2) then 
presja.,,)(w) = yiaby2 for some yi, y2 such that pres{,,}(z) = ~1~2. For yi yz E Da,b we 
have ylubyz E Da,b by the definition of Do,b. Then we prove the lemma by induction 
on the length of the derivation x 2 x’. 0 
Two words w,z are called independent iff one is not a subword of another and a 
prefix of one is not a suffix of another. 
Lemma 2. Consider a rewriting system Q and a string w which is independent of all 
u E Ihs(Q). Zf w E sub(z) and z =5* z’ in Q, then also w E sub(z’). 
Proof. Obvious, because w is not “touched” by the rules in Q. 0 
Lemma 3. If G = ( V, A, P) is un ic grammar, and w, z,z’ E V” are words such that 
w E ssub(z) and z $ z’ in G, then w E ssub(z’). 
Proof. If x =X1X2X3 *X1 24x2 VX3 =X’ is a derivation step in G, then clearly x E 
ssub(x’), hence for all w E ssub(x) we obtain w E ssub(x’). Hence the lemma is easily 
proved by induction on the length of the derivation z $ z’. q 
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Let 
w=to*t1 *t2=+ .‘. =s-t, 
be a derivation in an ic grammar G = (V,A,P), w EA, ts = tiw,tf, tS+l = t$,w,v,tf, for 
(w,, u,$v,) E P, 0 < s 6 n - 1. For 0 < i d j < n, we define the trace mapping 
recursively, as follows: 
&,i(k)= k, 1 d k 6 Iti\, 
d,s-l(k) if 1 < di,s-l(k) d Iti_ll, 
d,,(k)= &-l(k) + Ius- I if I$-ll + 1 6 hi,,-l(k) 6 (ti_,ws-ll, 
hi,,-l(k)+ I~,-IG-I\ if Iti_,ws-~l + 1 G &s-l(k) < 1~11, 
for all s > i + 1,1 < k < Iti(. 
Lemma 4. Let G = (V, A, P) be an ic grammar and a, b E V be such that for every 
(w, u$v) in P, either 
(1) pres{,b)(w)=pres{,,}(uwv)T or 
(2) presI,bI(w) = 1 and presI,bI(uwv) = ab. 
Consider a derivation w + to =+ tl =S . . =+ t,, in G. Ifpres(,b)(ti) E Da,b and ti(k) = a, 
ti(l) = b is a matching pair in ti, then pres{,,b)(tj) ED,/, and tj(di,j(k)) = a, 
tj(Si,j(l)) = b is a matching pair in tj, i d j. 
Proof. By induction on the difference j - i. Take k, 1 such that ti(k) = a, and ti(Z) = b 
is a matching pair in ti. 
For j - i = 0 the assertion is trivially true. Assume that it holds for j - i < n and 
consider the case j - i = n + 1. We have t. I+n = NY, ti+n+l = XUWVY for (W, U$V) E P. 
If pres(,b)(w) =pres{,,b)(uwv), then pi?S fn,b)(ti+n) =pres{O,b)(ti+,+l) and the lemma 
follows by the inductive assumption. If pres(,b)(w) = A and presi,bI(uwv) = ab, then 
we can write presi,b)(ti+,+l) =zlabz2 for ztzz =pres{a,bl(ti+n). Clearly, zlabzz EDa,b 
and, by the definition of Do,b, all the pairs (a, b) which are matching in ztz2 are still 
matching in zlabz2. From the inductive assumption, ti+n(fii,i+,(k)) = a and ti+n((Si,i+n( I)) 
= b are matching in ti+n. Because they correspond to ti+n+ 1(di,i+n+l (k)) and ti+n+l 
(di,i+n+l (Z)), they are also matching in ti+n+l. 0 
We start now to prove the inclusion cut#(L( G) n R) 5 L, for G, R as at the beginning 
of this section. Consequently, the next lemmas refer to this specific ic grammar G and 
to this specific regular language R. 
Lemma 5. For every string z EL(G), presf,,I1(z) E DC,], 
Proof. The rules in G satisfy conditions (1 ), (2) of Lemma 1, and pres{[ ,,)(S#) = I. E 
D[ ,I. Consequently, for each z such that S# 2 z in G we have pres{ [, ])(z) E D[ ,I. 0 
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Lemma 6. If S# = to + tl + . . + t,, is ~1 deriuution in G and t;(k) = [, tl(l) =] is 
u matching pair in ti, then <;(6,j(k)) = [, t,(6i.i(l))=] is a matching pair in t,, jbr 
ever)! 0 < i<j < n. 
Proof. According to Lemma 5, pres{,,lI(t,)ED[,], for all 0 d i d n. Now the result 
follows by Lemma 4. Cl 
The previous two lemmas deal only with the well-formedness of occurrences of 
parentheses [ ,] in strings generated by G, namely, in all derivations. We are however 
concerned only with those derivations that are leading to strings in R. We call them 
successful derivations. 
For an arbitrary string x generated by G, and for integers k, kl, kz, 5, k4 between 1 
and 1x1, consider the following predicates. 
SI(x;kl,kZ,kj,k4)=l iff k,<k?<k3<k4,x(kl)=x(k2)= [, 
x(k3) =x(k4) =I, and (x(h ),x(k4)),(x(kz),x(k3)) 
are matching pairs of parentheses, 
&(x;kl,k2,k3)= 1 iff kl <k2<k3,x(kl)=[,X(k2)= k,x(k3) = 1, 
and (x(kl),x(kx)) is a matching pair, 
S&;kl,k2,kX)= 1 8 kl <k2<k3,x(kl)=[,x(k?)=#,x(k3)=1, and 
(x(kl),x(kj)) is a matching pair, 
&(x;k)= 1 iff x(k) = F,x(k + 1) = [, 
&(x; k)= 1 iff x(k) = F,x(k + 1) = I 
Lemma 7. If ti is a sententiul form in a successful derivation in G of the form 
S#=to=+tl+ ... +ti+ ... +yER, thenjbr all Yalues of k,kl,k2,kj,k4 none of the 
following holds S,(ti;kl,kz,k3,kq)=l, &(ti;kl,kz,k3)= 1, Si(ti;kl,k2>k3)=1, 
S3(ti;k)= 1, Sa(ti;k)= 1. 
Proof. Notice first that none of the five configurations which make the predicates 
S1,S2,Sl,S3,S4 true appears in strings of R. 
By Lemma 3, if ti+* tjER, then pres{L,II(ti)Essub(tj). If Sl(ti;kl,k2,k3,k4)= 1, 
then Sl(tj; 6,j(kI ), b;i,j(kz), Si,j(kj), bi,j(kb)) = 1, a contradiction to tj E R. 
In the same way we demonstrate that S2, Sl are false for all values of k,, k2, k3. 
The subword t [ is independent of all selectors of productions in P, and therefore, 
according to Lemma 2, if E [E sub(t, ), then k [E Sub(tj) for all ti $ tj. This again 
contradicts the form of strings in R. 
The same argument shows that S4 cannot be true for t, (H- is a permanent config- 
uration in the sense of Lemma 2, but it does not appear in strings of R). 0 
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For a string x E R we define the string a(x) as the string z E CT* such that z E M&X), 
and z consists of all alive symbols of x. Specifically, a(x) can be given by the following 
gsm: 
Clearly we have a(x) = g(x) (as a matter of fact, we can also take this as a definition 
of a(x)). 
Lemma 8. IfS#=to+tl + ... + tj E R is a successful derivation in G, then either 
a(ti+l)=cc(ti) or cc(ti)+a(ti+l) is a derivation in Go, for all 0 6 i <j - 1. 
Proof. We separately consider the use in ti + ti+l of each of the four types of pro- 
ductions in G. 
Case 1: using a production (u, @Iv), for u -+ v E PO. 
We will show that a(ti) + U(ti+l) by the rule u -+ v; this means that u is removed 
from E(ti) and so u is alive in ti (on the position where (u, [$]v) is used), and that v 
is added to the obtained string in order to get a(ti+l ) and so v is alive in ti+l . 
Assume, to the contrary, that u contains a dead symbol. Then either u is situated be- 
tween two matching brackets, that is there are kl, k2, k3, k4 such that ti(kl ) = [, ti(k4) = 1, 
and u = ti(k2 + kj), or the first symbol of u is killed by k, that is there is k such that 
ti(k)=t,ti(k+l+k+lul)=u. InthefirstcaseSl(ti+l;kl,k2,k~+2,k~+~~~+2)=1, 
which is impossible by Lemma 7. In the second case we have &(tl+l; k) = 1, which 
is again impossible, because ti+l appears in a successful derivation. Consequently, u is 
alive in ti. 
Assume now that v is not alive in ti+l . This can happen only when v is situated in ti+l 
between matching brackets, that is there are kl, k2, k3, k4 such that ti+l(kl)= [, ti+l(kJ)=], 
and ti+l(kz + kj) = v. If kl = 6i,i+l(ki) and k4=Si,i+l(ki), then (ti(ki),ti(ki)) is a 
matching pair of parentheses in ti containing u between them, that is u is dead - 
a contradiction. 
Consequently, in this case we have the derivation E(ti) + a(ti+l) in GO by the rule 
u+ v. 
For the remaining cases (productions of the forms (2), (3), and (4)) we shall prove 
that a(ti) = a(t,+l). 
Case 2: using a production (a[~], t- $a) for a E U and u E Ihs(p0). 
The occurrence of a in front of [u] is alive in ti and dead in ti+l, but in ti+l the 
occurrence of a following [u] is alive (in this way a(ti) is not changed: a(ti)=a(ti+l)). 
Assume, to the contrary, that a is dead in a[~]. Then either it appears between match- 
ing brackets, that is there are kl, k2, k3, k4 such that ti(kl ) = [, ti(k4) =] and a[u] = ti(k2 
---) k3), for kl < k2 < k3 < k4, or u is killed by k-, that is ti(k) = I-, ti(k + 1) = a, for some 
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1 bk < ltil - I[u]l. In the former case we have Si(t;; kl, k2 + 1, k3, k4) = 1, which is im- 
possible in view of Lemma 7. In the latter case we get in t,+l, on positions k, k + 1, 
the substring N, that is &(t,+,; k) = 1, contradicting (by Lemma 7) the fact that t,+i 
appears in a successful derivation. 
Assume now that the occurrence of a following [u] in ti+l is dead. This can happen 
only when this occurrence of a is placed between a matching pair of parentheses; this 
implies that also in ti we have a matching pair of parentheses around a[u], which is 
impossible. 
Hence also in this case oc(t,) = r(t,+l ). 
Case 3: using a production (a t b, t $a) with a, b E U. 
Then the occurrence of a in at b is alive in ti, the corresponding occurrence of a 
in t,+l is dead, but the occurrence of a introduced by this production, to the right of 
6, is alive in ti+l . 
Assume that a in at b is dead. This can happen when either at b is situated be- 
tween two matching parentheses, that is there are kl, kz, k3 such that ti(kl ) = [, ti(kz) = a, 
ti(k3) = 1, or a is killed by F, hence there is k such that t;(k) = t-, ti(k + 1) = a. In the 
first case we obtain Sz(ti+l ; kl, kl, kj + 2) = 1, contradicting the fact that ti+i is a word 
in a successful derivation (Lemma 7). In the second case we obtain Sd(t;+i ;k) = 1, 
again a contradiction. 
Assume now that the occurrence of a introduced by this production is dead in ti+l. 
This can happen only when it appears between parentheses; those parentheses must be 
already present in ti, hence the predicate S2 is true for ti+l and for suitable positions, 
again a contradiction. 
Thus we get again r(ti)=a(ti+l). 
Case 4: using a production (a#, t $a) for a E U. 
Then a in a# is alive in ti and will be killed in tj+l by t, whereas the occurrence 
of a introduced in ti+l is alive. 
If a in a# is dead in ti, then either it is surrounded by matching parentheses, meaning 
that also # is surrounded by those parentheses, or that we have t a#. In the first case 
Si is true for t; and for appropriate kl, kl, Q, which is impossible; in the second case 
ti+l will contain the configuration Ft, and again Lemma 7 is contradicted (S, will be 
true for &+I). 
Therefore, X(ti) = a(ti+l) also in this case. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 8. 0 
Now, the inclusion cut#(L(G) SIR) &L(Go) is obtained as follows. Take w E cut# 
(L(G)flR). Hence w =cutg(tk), where rk is the last word of a successful deriva- 
tion in G, th- E L(G) n R. The form of strings in R implies that tk =XI#X~ where 
cc(xi#) = A, c((x~) =x2. Lemma 8 implies that a(tk) E L(Go). Therefore x2 = w E L(Go) 
and the inclusion cut#(L(G) n R) 2 L(Go) holds. 
Consider now the inclusion L(Go) C cut#(L(G) n R). 
Take a string w E L(Go), produced by a derivation 
S=rl *r2=+ ... jr,+ ... +r,=w, with n>,2. 
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We shall construct a derivation in G of the form 
p: S# = t1.1 
=+ t3.1 * t3,2 * ” . =+ t3,k, 
j . . . *ti,l =%ti,2* “’ *tj,k, 
=+ . . =+’ t,,] ==, t,,J + . . . =+ t,J,,, 
such that 
(Pl) For each tl,,,, 1 <l<n, 1 drn<kl, we have a(t,,,,)=rl; 
(P2) Each t/J, (the last element of each subderivation t/,1 + t/,2 + . . . + tl,k,) is of 
the form t/,k, = x,x2# with &xi ) = %, I =x2 (hence a(tl,k, ) =x2 = r[); 
(P3) a(tn,k,, > = w. 
We proceed by induction. 
Take tl,l =S#. Then (Pl), (P2) are clearly true and (P3) does not apply (we have 
to check it only for the last step). 
Assume that the derivation in G has been constructed up to ti?,i, including this string, 
for some i>,l andj31. 
If t;,j = XIX~# is such that @(xi ) = 3, and 4x2) =x2, then we set ki =j. The properties 
(Pl), (P2) are satisfied for ti,k, = ti,j. We proceed to construct ti+l,l. Let u + v be the 
production used in Go at the step ri + ri+l. Since a(ti,k, ) = ri and ti,k, = xi r$, we can 
apply the production (u, [$]a) for rewriting ri into ti,k, for the same occurrence of u 
in ri as in the step ri + rj+l; let ti+i,i be the obtained string. Since u is killed and an 
alive v is introduced, we obtain cc(ti+l,l ) = ri+l. 
If ti,j is not of the previous form, then there are two positions kl, k2 in ti,j, 1 < kl < k2 
< jti,jl - 1, such that t,,Jkl) E U is an alive symbol and ti,j(kz) E U is a dead symbol. 
Then a production of type (2) or (3) in G can be used. We use such a production 
and obtain t,,i+ I. Clearly a(t;,i) = E(ti,,+ 1) and (P 1) holds for ti,j+ 1, because it holds 
for ti,j. 
For a string x of the form x = y# where S# J* y# in G, let 
ad(x)=card{(kl,k2)Ildkl<k2<Ixl,x(kl)EU,x(k2)EU, 
x(k,) is alive and, x(kZ) is dead} 
(it is simply the number of alive-dead pairs of occurrences of symbols in x). It is easy 
to see that if in the derivation t,,j + ti,i+l we use a production (a[~], t $a), then 
Qd(ti,j+l)=ad(ti,j) - I"19 
and if we use a production (at b, t $a), then 
d(t,,j+l)=Ud(ti,j) - 1. 
Consequently, in going from ti,j to t,,j+l , the parameter ad strictly decreases. Continuing 
the construction, we eventually reach the case when going from some ti,j to ti,j+l we 
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have ad(ti,j+t ) = 0. This means that ti,j+r =xtxz# with ~(xr ) = I., [x(x2) =x2; hence the 
previous case holds (the block corresponding to the step ri + Y;+I is finished). 
If we have both ad(ti,,) = 0 and i = n, then we set k,, = j. Then, by the inductive 
assumption and the construction of ti,j = t,,k,, properties (P 1 ), (P2) hold. Moreover, 
4&,X,, ) = rli = w. 
Assume now that t,,k,, = yow#, cr(y~) = i, w = al a2 . . a,,,, with a; E U for all 1 <i <m, 
and continue the derivation p with the following steps: 
yoala2 . . a,# =S* yaat . a,_1 y,#a, 
J* you1 ..f am-2ym-l%-lam 
** . . . J*_v0aly2#a2...a,~lam 
** yoyI#ala2~~.a,=yoy1#w, 
for yjE{l-aIaEU}*, 16ibm. 
This can be done using productions of the form (3) and (a#, E $a) with a E U; 
indeed, initially we obtain 
y0al . . a,_la,# *you1 ...a+~ F a,#a,, 
by the production (a,#,t- $a,); here y, = t a,,,. 
Assume we have obtained you1 . . .aiyi+l#a,+l . ..a.,,, with y;+r = F br 1 b2... E b,T 
and bj E iJ for all 1 <j 6s. Then, using productions of type (3) in G we get 
yoal...ai_l ~aitblai~b2...~b,#ai+l...a, 
3 you1 .. .ai_l E a; E bl 1 ai E b2aj I- b3 t.. F bs#ai+l . ..a. 
+ =+ you1 a,_1 F ai t bl i- ai F b2 t a, 
. . . 1 b,_l t ai F b,Tai#a,+l . . a,. 
Then using (a;#, 1 $a;) we have 
3 yoal ... ai- F ai t- bl . t b,T_l F ai F b, t ai#aiai+l . . . a,, 
hence yi = F a; I- bl E a; F b2. . . t ai t b,T t ai and we have 
youI . ..U.yi+l#Ui+l . ..a.* you1 ...a,_~yi#Uj...a~. 
Obviously, cut#(yoyl#w) = w, hence w E cut#(L(G) f? R), that is L(Go) C cut#(L(G) 
nR). 
This concludes the proof of the equality (*) and hence the proof of Theorem 5. 
5. Variants and consequences of the main result 
Observe first that the intersection with a regular language followed by the operation 
cut, is a gsm mapping. Consequently, 
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Corollary 2. Every language L ERE can be written in the form L =g(L’), for g a 
gsm and L’ E ICL. 
The operation cut, can also be realized by a left quotient with respect to a regular 
language, viz. V*(c). In fact, a stronger result is true: 
Corollary 3. Every language L E RE can be written in the form L = R\L’, for R E REG 
and L’ E ICL. 
Proof. For L E RE, L C V”, take a usual type-0 Chomsky grammar, Gi = (N, l’, So, PO) 
(hence in each production u -+ v in PO the string u contains at least one nonterminal 
symbol), and consider the rewriting system Go = (U,So, PO, Ro) with U = N U V,Ro = 
V*. Begin the proof of Theorem 5 with this Go and construct the ic grammar G 
as above. Because the rules of type (4) in this construction allow only the terminal 
symbols to jump over the marker #, when we get a string of the form xi#x;! generated 
by G then x2 E V*. Hence when a(xi ) = A, no production of G can be applied and to 
the right of # we have a string in Ro. Consequently, L = R\L(G), for 
Note that R checks also that in the strings which have strings from R as prefixes 
no configuration appears such that one of the predicates Si, &,Si, Sj,Sd is true, con- 
sequently the successful derivations in the proof in Section 4 correspond now to deriva- 
tions leading to strings of the form u#v for u# E R and v E V*. This concludes the 
proof. q 
Moreover, we have 
Corollary 4. Every language L E RE can be written in the form L = cp(~,L-‘(L’)), where 
q is a weak coding, Ic/ is a morphism, and L’ E ICL. 
Proof. Let L C V* be a recursively enumerable language; write it in the form L = cut# 
(L(G) n R), for G and R as in Section 4, but starting as in the proof of Corollary 3 
from a type-0 grammar for L, hence from a rewriting system Go = (N U V, SO, PO, V* ). 
For each string w E {[u] 1 u E Zhs(Po)} U {I- a 1 a EN U V} consider a new symbol, b,. 
Let Z be the set of those symbols, and define the morphism 
$:(ZU vu(#))* -+(NU Vu{Ll,W+))*, 
by 
$(b,)=w b,EZ, $(a)=a, aE V, Ic/(#) = #. 
Consider also the weak coding 
cp:zu VU(#)+ VU(I), 
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defined by 
cp(h,,) =A bw E Z cp(#) =4 q(u)=a, UE v. 
Then the equality L = cp($-‘(L(G))) holds. 
The inclusion C is obvious: as in the proof of Theorem 5, for each z EL we can find 
x#z E L(G) such that x(x) = 1. This implies $-l(x) E Z*, hence rl/-‘(x#z) = J/-‘(x)#z 
and cp(‘,-‘(x#z)) = z. 
Conversely, take a string z E L(G). If ‘+-’ is defined for z, then z E ({[a] ( u E Ihs(Po)} 
U {F a 1 a E N U V} U V U {#})*. By the construction of G, only one occurrence of # 
is present. By the definition of $, the predicates S’,&,Si, S3, S, cannot be true for z 
($-’ can “parse” only strings [u] with u E (N U V)*, and pairs k a with a EN U V, 
hence if z contains a configuration making one predicate true, then rc/-’ is not defined). 
Consequently, only successful derivations, in the sense of the construction in Section 4, 
can lead to strings z with ‘,P’(z) defined. On the other hand, cp is not defined for 
symbols in N, hence if also cp($-‘(z)) is defined, then E(Z) E V*. From the construction 
of G we have then x(z) EL, which completes the proof. 0 
As a consequence of the above representation results for recursively enumerable 
languages, we have 
Theorem 6. The family ICL is incomparable bvith each fumily F such that LIN C F c 
RE, and F is closed 
(1) under left or right quotient with regular languages, or 
(2) under weak codings and inverse morphisms. 
Proof. We have proved that LIN - ICL # 8, hence F - ICL # 8 for each F as above. 
Conversely, if ICL C F, then, because F has the above mentioned closure properties, 
it follows from Corollaries 3 and 4 that RE C F; this contradicts the strict inclusion 
FcRE,andsowegetICL-F#B. 0 
An interesting case of a family F as in the statement of Theorem 6 is F = PR”, 
the family of languages generated by programmed grammars with arbitrary rules and 
empty failure fields [21] (which is equal to many other families generated by grammars 
with regulated rewriting, [4]). The inclusion LZN C PR’ is obvious; the strictness of 
PR” c RE is proved in [3,6]. On the other hand, PR’ is a full semi-AFL [4], hence 
it is closed under arbitrary morphisms and under inverse morphisms. This implies, 
according to Theorem 6, that ICL - PR” # 0. In view of Theorem 3, we obtain in 
this way a strengthening of the known partial answer to a problem formulated already 
in [22] concerning the relationship between CS and PR’. 
Finally, let us consider the following modification of the operation cut,. For an 
alphabet V and a symbol c E V define 
mcut,: V* + (V - (c))*3 
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as follows: 
mcu&(x) = 
{ 
x if 1x1, =O, 
y ifxGzcy, lylc=O 
(the maximal cut: the prefix of x till the rightmost occurrence of c, including it, is 
erased; if no occurrence of c is in x, then the string remains unchanged). 
Then we can modify the proof of Theorem 5 as follows: 
- remove the symbol # and the rules of form (4), 
- replace R by R’ = ({[u] ( u E Zhs(Po)} U {I- a I a E U})*Ro, 
_ note that a symbol t can be introduced only after introducing a pair [ ,], namely 
to the left of such a pair, or to the left of a previously existing symbol F. Con- 
sequently, the successful derivations in the modified G will end with a string of the 
form z[v]w, where z~({[u]lu~Ihs(Po)}U{t a)aEU})*, M(z)=/I, y~Zhs(Po) 
and w E Ro C V*. This implies that 
mcuq(z[u]w) = w. 
In this way we obtain 
Corollary 5 (of Theorem 5). Every language L E RE can be written in the form L = 
mcut,(L’ n R), for L’ E ICL and R E REG. 
6. Further remarks; one-sided contexts 
So far we have considered ic grammars with productions of the form (x, z&v), hence 
with contexts containing two possibly non-empty strings. In [ 181 one considers also 
one-sided grammars, that is grammars with productions either of the form (x,#v) only 
or of the form (x, u$) only. We denote by 1ZCL the corresponding family of languages. 
It is an open problem whether each recursively enumerable language can be repre- 
sented as above starting from a language in the family 1ZCL. 
We conjecture that the answer is negative (the restriction to one-sided contexts 
decreases the generative power of ic grammars [ 181). However, such grammars are 
still very powerful. 
Let us consider an example. Take 
where XI = (a, Sbc), 712 = (a, $cb), 7~3 = (cbbc, $b), 7z4 = (bccb, $c), x5 = (ebb, $d), 
716 = (bee, $e), and the regular language 
R = a(cbb)+(de)+. 
In order to produce a string ending with e we have to use ~6; such a use im- 
plies that the current string ends by bee; but c can be introduced only by 7~4 and 
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in order to apply 714 we need a string bccb which can be produced using rr2 and 
then ZI: 
a + acb + abccb + abccbc + abccbcc + abccbcce. 
If we use 712,711 two times, then we obtain 
a J* abccb =+* abccbbccb +* abccbccbccbcc + a(bcc)4e. 
Consider a string z of the form z= a(bcc)“e. In order to produce a string in R we 
must now introduce d to the left of e. To this aim we need the selector ebb (of ns), 
but b can be introduced only by 7~3 and in order to use 713 we need a string cbbc; such 
a string does not appear in z, but it can be introduced using ret and 1r2: 
z = a(bcc)“e J* acbbc(bcc)“e + acbbcbbccbcc(bcc)“P2e 
=+* acbbcbbcbbcbcc(bcc)“-2 e + . + a(cbb)me + a(cbb)“‘de. 
Each b in the initial substring (bee)” of z must be doubled and between occurrences 
of c in pairs cc we must introduce two occurrences of b; also two occurrences of b are 
introduced after the last c. Counting also the subword cbbc introduced at the beginning 
we have 
m=2.n+2 
(each c in z leads to a subword ebb and two more occurrences of c are in cbbc). 
However, we can use again ret and 712: 
z = a(bcc)“e J* a(cbbc)P(bcc)“e ==+-* a(cbb)‘“+*“de. 
In order to introduce a new occurrence of e from a string w = a(cbb)q(de)’ we must 
introduce (bccb)“, s> 1, using s times the pair of productions 712,711, then we move 
from left to right with 7x4, and finally we use 7c5. Thus we have 
w = a(cbb)q(de)’ J* a(bccb)(cbb)q(de)’ J* a(bcc)2sf2qe(de)‘. 
Consequently, the shortest string in L(G) n R is a(cbb)4de and when passing from 
a(cbb)“(de)m to a string a(cbb)“‘(de)m+’ we have n’ = 4m + 2p for p 3 1. Hence the 
smallest n increases with an increase of m as follows: 
m= 1, n34, 
m = 2, n342+2, 
m=3, n>,43 +4.2+2, 
m =4, t1>4~+4~.2+4.2+2. 
In general, for given m,n, we have 
m-2 4m-’ - 1 
n34”‘+2. C4’=4”+2 3 . 
i=l 
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Let y(m) be the right hand of this inequality. Therefore 
L(G) nR = {a(cbb)“(de)m ) m3 l,nay(m),n even}. 
This language is not semilinear (hence it is not context-free). 
Moreover, we have 
Theorem 7. Every context-free language L can be written in the form L = cp(L’ n R), 
where cp is a weak coding, R is a regular language and L’ E 1ICL. 
Proof. Every context-free language L can be written as L = Cp(Di n R), for some i 2 1, 
where cp is a weak coding, R is a regular language, and Di is the Dyck language 
over i matching pairs of parentheses, that is the language of well formed parenthesis 
expressions over {a 1, bl , . . , , ai, bi}, where (ai, bj) is a matching pair for each 1 <j <i. 
Therefore it suffices to show that Di E 1lCL and this follows by considering the one- 
sided ic grammar 
Gi=({al,bl,... ,ai,bi}, {A}, {(A$albl), . . . ,(A&&)}>. 
The equality L(Gi) = Di is obvious. q 
Corollary 6. Every language L E RE can be written as L = qq,((pI(LI nR1) n (p2 
(L2 fl Rz)), for cpo, cp~, (~2 weak codings, L,, L2 E IZCL, and RI, R2 regular languages. 
Proof. Combine the previous result with the fact that every language L E RE can be 
written as L = cp’(L’, n Li) where L{, Li are context-free languages (even linear lan- 
guages [ 1,241). 0 
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